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1 G EN E R A L

1.1 Short Description

“¿e Honours project consists of the independent development of a larger computer application. ¿e project
must illustrate the student’s expertise with regards to all aspects of so ware engineering, including formal
speci�cation, prototype development, testing and documentation.”

—Stellenbosch University Calendar 2023, Part 5, p. 190

Note: Research-based projects, involving the production of a substantial and/or nontrivial codebase, are
also allowed in this module.

1.2 Module summary

ACADEMIC COMMITMENT 32 credits = 320 hours.
SCHEDULED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES See §3.
ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND WEIGHTS See Rule 9 and Rule 13.
LANGUAGE OPTION In postgraduate o�erings, English is the default language

of instruction and assessment, butAfrikaansmay be used
during contact sessions when the student prefers and the
supervisor or session presenter is able to communicate
in Afrikaans.

MODE OF OFFERING Face-to-face meetings and group contact sessions.
PREREQUISITES Acceptance into the HonsBSc programme (18139-797).
ABSENTEEISM See Rule 16.
COMMUNICATION See §5.
ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT See §7.
REPEATERS See Rule 17.
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2 P RO J EC T TO P I C S & A S S I GNMENT

1. Each student shall choose seven projects from the list of topics at https://www.cs.sun.ac.za/
courses/cs771/, subject to the following restrictions.

(a) A student must not choose more than three projects from the same supervisor.

(b) A student must choose projects from at least four di�erent supervisors.

2. ¿e student must rank the projects chosen by Friday, 10 February 2023, at 17:00, using the form at
https://forms.gle/wX9JdBwNsHt9fmLRA/; more than one project may be given the same ranking.

3. A student may propose a project topic, subject to the following.

(a) ¿e student must �nd a supervisor willing to supervise the proposed topic.

(b) A supervisor must not supervise more than one student-proposed project.

(c) If a student �nds a supervisor who accepted a student-proposed project, this must be communi-
cated via e-mail directly to the project coordinator, with the supervisor copied in, by Friday, 10
February 2023, at 17:00, and the student must not then submit a project selection as speci�ed
in Rule 2.

4. Unless a student made arrangements according to Rule 3, each student shall be assigned a project
by the honours project coordinator, based on the choices ranked and submitted. Although so ware
shall be employed to achieve a fair assignment, there is no guarantee that all students will be assigned
one of their top choices.

5. In the unlikely event that project selection and supervision constraints cannot be satis�ed, the honours
project coordinator may enter into negotiations with the students and supervisors involved, to resolve
the constraints, for example, by splitting a topic into two separate projects.

3 SU P E RV I S I ON & CONTAC T T I M E

6. Each student shall have a project supervisor, and the supervisor’s word shall be law, but still subject
to the provisions and rules of this module framework.

7. ¿e student shall arrange regular project meetings with the supervisor, subject to the supervisor’s
availability; the supervisor may choose to conduct group meetings.

8. ¿e honours project coordinator, assisted by other academics and domain experts, shall conduct
weekly project sessions, on Fridays, from 12:00 to 12:50, in A407, General Engineering Building. It
may be necessary to move this session in the second semester, depending on the timetable and venue
availability.

(a) ¿e sessions shall be both structured (formal lecture) and unstructured (Q&A), and may be
suspended for parts of the year when, for example, there is nothing appropriate in the project life
cycle to discuss or manage.

(b) A selection from the following topics shall be covered: (i) project management, (ii) research
methodology, (iii) experimental design, (iv) so ware requirements elicitation, (v) so ware design,
(vi) so ware testing, (vii) so ware repository and artefact management, (viii) CI/CD setup,
(ix) report and documentation writing, and (x) the use of LATEX and associated so ware.

(c) Attending these weekly sessions is optional.

https://www.cs.sun.ac.za/courses/cs771/
https://www.cs.sun.ac.za/courses/cs771/
https://forms.gle/wX9JdBwNsHt9fmLRA/
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4 A S S E S SMENT

9. ¿ere shall be eight (and only eight) deadlines and assessment periods, which are given in the table
below. All deadlines shall be at 17:00 (South African Standard Time), unless speci�ed otherwise.

when type details

28 February F Project planning “checklist”, requirements and research questions due.
31 March F Dra report, not exceeding seven pages, containing (i) an introduction,

(ii) a literature survey [R] or requirements speci�cation and basic so ware
design description [SE], (iii) the experimental design [R] or plan for testing
[SE], and (iv) bibliography.

19 May S + F Demo 1: report (as above) due.
22–26 May S + F Demo 1: demo; may be scheduled at any time suitable to the participants,

and may run to the next week.
24–28 July S Demo 2; no report due.
8 September F Dra of �nal report due.
27 October S Demo 3: �nal report due.
13–17 November S Demo 3: presentation + demo; may be moved one week earlier or later,

subject to supervisor, examiner, and external moderator availability.

F = formative; R = research; S = summative; SE = so ware engineering.

(a) ¿e dates for summative assessments given in Rule 9 constitute a binding arrangement, and
students must treat them as an o�cial examination schedule in that absence may incur penalties;
see Rule 16 for how absenteeism is handled.

(b) Supervisors and examiners shall arrange demo slots for Demos 1 and 2, and students must
reasonably accommodate such arrangements.

(c) ¿e honours project coordinator shall schedule Demo 3 activities.
(d) Should extraordinary circumstances necessitate schedule changes, students shall be informed

as soon as such changes are �nalised, and for this purpose, the rules of §5 shall constitute valid
notice.

10. (a) All summative assessments shall include at least one additional reader or examiner.
(b) Formative assessments are optional in the sense that students who do not submit work for

such assessments will not be penalised in terms of marks.
(c) However, formative assessments shall be the only opportunities for which feedback by the

supervisor on report writing is required, but the supervisor may elect to require more regular
dra report submissions. Supervisors are not required to accommodate student requests for
extensions, but may do so.

(d) For each formative assessment, written feedback should be provided to the student within two
weeks of the submission; for Demo 1, this includes feedback by the additional examiner(s).

(e) Feedback for formative assessments shall be either given (i) during a designated meeting with
the student, (ii) as written remarks in the form of a conference or journal review, (iii) as written
annotations on the submitted report, or (iv) some combination of the previous three items. Voice
notes must not be used for feedback.

11. All summative submissions shall be coordinated via SUNLearn and the Computer Science GitLab
server (see Rule 24). In particular, Git repositories must be up to date by the speci�ed deadline
whenever “due” is used in Rule 9.
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12. Except for Demo 1, which is also a summative assessment, all submissions for formative assessments
must be arranged directly with the supervisor.

13. ¿e �nal project mark shall be calculated according to the following weights for the summative
assessments speci�ed in Rule 9.

opportunity weight

Demo 1: report + demo (combined) 10%
Demo 2 20%
Demo 3: �nal report 30%
Demo 3: �nal demo 30%
Demo 3: �nal presentation 10%

5 O F F I C I A L COMMUN I CAT I ON

14. ¿e principal mode of communicating general project matters shall be via SUNLearn, the CS
Honours mailing list, and Microso Teams.

(a) Students must ensure (i) that they have access to the CS Honours Project module on SUNLearn,
(ii) that their university e-mail addresses are registered for the CS Honours mailing list, and
(iii) that they have access to Microso Teams.

(b) For urgent announcements, students must ensure that their SUNLearn pro�les are set up to
forward announcements to e-mail, and thatmessage digest options do not prevent announcements
from being forwarded immediately.

(c) If a student misses important or urgent announcements, incorrect so ware or device setup
shall not be accepted as an excuse.

15. Any e-mail sent directly to a student’s university e-mail account, or a group message sent via the CS
Honours mailing list, shall be considered valid notice.

6 A B S EN T E E I SM

16. A student may lodge an application for a leave of absence from any summative assessment given in
Rule 13 with the honours project coordinator. Such an application must follow the schedule and will
be judged according to the rules set out in §11 of the chapter titled “Admission and Registration” of the
Stellenbosch University Calendar (Part 1).

In what follows, “granted a leave of absence” means that a leave of absence was granted either by the
Registrar (according to §11, “Admission and Registration”, Calendar Part 1) or the Computer Science
Division, whereas “leave without absence” means that either an application for a leave of absence was
denied by the Registrar or the Computer Science Division, or that a student was absent and did not
apply for a leave of absence. “Demo 4” refers to an additional assessment opportunity o�ered under
the conditions set out below.

(a) If a student is granted a leave of absence for Demo 1 or 2, then the assessment opportunity
involved shall be rescheduled without penalty.

(b) If a student is absent without leave from Demo 1 or 2, then a mark shall not be awarded for
the assessment involved, and as such, implies a mark of zero for this assessment.
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(c) If a student is granted a leave of absence for Demo 3, then access to Demo 4 shall be granted
automatically, without penalty.

(d) If a student is absent without leave from Demo 3, then access to Demo 4 shall be granted
automatically, but the maximum �nal project mark shall then be 50.

(e) Should su�cient grounds not exist for granting a leave of absence, a student may still choose to
submit for and attend Demo 4 instead of Demo 3, but the maximum �nal project shall then be
50, and Rule 16(i) shall still apply. Should the student choose Demo 4 instead of Demo 3, both
the honours project coordinator and the project supervisor must be informed in writing by Friday,
27 October.

(f) If a er participating in Demo 3 a student has a �nal project mark of less than 50 but at least 40,
then access to Demo 4 shall be granted automatically, where the marks of Demo 4 shall
replace the marks of Demo 3, and the maximum �nal project mark a er Demo 4 shall be 50.

(g) Demo 4 shall consist of a project report, demo, and presentation at the same weight distribution
as Demo 3 (for a total of 70%), and shall be scheduled in the month before the start of the next
academic year; therefore, students who have access to Demo 4 will not be able to graduate in
December of the current academic year.

(h) If a student who was allowed access to Demo 4 does not participate in this opportunity, the marks
for Demo 3 (if any) shall stand.

(i) ¿ere shall not be any further project assessment a er Demo 4.

17. If a student fails or decides to deregister from the project, and the student is a erwards allowed to
reregister for another academic year, then continuing the same project topic or working under the
same supervisor shall not be allowed.

7 ACAD EM I C M I S CONDUC T

18. ¿e Stellenbosch University Policy on Plagiarism in Support of Academic Integrity shall apply to all
summative assessments in this module.

19. ¿e submission of the Demo 3 (or Demo 4, where applicable) report must be accompanied by signed
declarations of the Stellenbosch University Computer Science Honours versions of both the Practicum
Plagiarism Declaration and the Plagiarism Declaration for Written Work. Note that both of these
declarations implicitly prohibit the use of assistive AI technologies, like ChatGPT, for either written or
practical work, unless such use is explicitly allowed by the project speci�cation, which, in this case, implies
the speci�cation provided by the project supervisor.

20. All submitted work may be inspected for plagiarism, both manually and by automated tools.

21. Suspicion of academic misconduct shall be handled according to the Policy.

(a) A committee, consisting of the honours project coordinator, the honours programme coordinator,
and the head of division (or suitable alternatives, should any of these persons not be available, or
they or their students be involved in the accusation), shall convene (i) to determine whether
there is reasonable suspicion of academic misconduct, and (ii) if so, to make a recommendation
as to the severity of the suspected misconduct.
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(b) Should the committee determine there is reasonable suspicion of academic misconduct, then,
depending on the severity of the suspected misconduct, and whether or not it is a �rst o�ence, the
Policy provides for either handling the matter internally (should the student involved consent),
or referring it to the Central Disciplinary Committee (where such referral is required for severe
or repeat o�ences).

(c) Even in cases where the matter is handled internally, the Policy mandates that records be kept
and submitted when a guilty determination is made.

8 P RO J EC T ADM I N I S T R I V I A

22. Project reports must be written in LATEX, using a LATEX document class that shall be speci�ed by the
Demo 1 due date.

(a) ¿e page limit shall be 20 pages for single-column layouts (excluding title page, table of contents,
and list of references) and shall be 10 pages for two-column layouts (excluding list of references).

(b) ¿e supervisor may instruct the student to include material in one or more addenda, which does
not count towards the page limit.

(c) ¿e font size or other layout parameters must not be changed. Any attempts to in�uence the
default text density shall be penalised.

(d) ¿e student may use any package on¿e ACM Publishing System (TAPS) List of Accepted LATEX
Packages1, except that such packages must not be used in contravention of Rule 22(c).

(e) For the inclusion of graphics, (scalable) vector formatsmust be preferred over bitmapped formats.
For example, plots, charts, and UML diagrams should be rendered via (export to) SVG, PDF,
TikZ, or PGF, but photographs should be included as jpeg data.

23. Each �nal report submission must contain a clear indication of lines-of-code (LOC) written by the
student.

(a) ¿e supervisor may instruct the student to contextualise LOC, for example, by remarking on
integration with an existing code base.

(b) Where applicable, the student must account separately for autogenerated code and of how much
of the functionality is provided by external libraries or an existing code base (or both).

24. Each student must maintain two Git repositories on the Computer Science GitLab server: (i) one for
the experimental so ware artefacts [R] or application code [SE], and (ii) another for the �nal report.

(a) ¿e repositories shall be set up at the beginning of the academic year by the technical o�cer,
and must follow a standard URL naming convention that includes the project identi�er.

(b) Each code repository should use containerisation for a standard Unix system, so that results
can be veri�ed [R], or so that the application and test cases can be run for evaluation [SE]. Where
this is thought not possible,

i. the student must apply to the honours project coordinator for an exemption by the end of
the �rst semester, and

ii. in the application, reasons for not complying must be clearly given.
1https://www.acm.org/publications/taps/accepted-latex-packages

https://www.acm.org/publications/taps/accepted-latex-packages
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(c) Each code repository must contain a README �le with instructions on (i) how to start up the
environment, including automatic resolution of any dependencies, (ii) how to run the application,
and (iii) how to run experiments or tests.

(d) All academic sta� shall have read access to all project repositories.

(e) Where privileged data is involved, students must in consultation with supervisors arrange for
this data to be housed separately in a suitable way so that the project code can still be assessed.

(f) Unless approved by the honours project coordinator, a project repository must not be publicly
available through any external service.

25. Each student should have a “dry run” for the presentation with the supervisor.

26. All presentation slides must include a slide number on each (logical) slide, and should include the
total number of slides. Not having slide numbers shall be penalised (Demo 3 presentation mark).
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